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The timeless childrenâ€™s story about a young orphan whose sunny outlook and effervescent spirit

transform a Vermont town Alone in her big house in Beldingsville, Vermont, Miss Polly welcomes

neither friends nor companions of any sort. And so when a letter arrives notifying her that her

orphaned niece Pollyanna has been sent east to live with her, the cantankerous Miss Polly braces

for her cherished calm to be shattered. Pollyanna seems to have little to be grateful for, especially

when her aunt sends her to live in the stuffy attic of her stuffy manor. But rather than sulk over her

humble accommodations, Pollyanna rejoices in the marvelous view that her attic window affords.

She calls her positive attitude the â€œglad game,â€• a trick her father taught her to make the best of

any situation. As she introduces the glad game to the downtrodden residents of Beldingsville,

Pollyanna begins to rejuvenate the small New England town, proving that optimism and a

good-hearted disposition can bring joy to anyoneâ€”maybe even stubborn, ornery Miss

PollyÂ .Â .Â .Â  Â  This ebook has been professionally proofread to ensure accuracy and readability

on all devices.
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"Pollyanna Grows Up" is the sequel to the 1912 classic, Pollyanna and it is surprisingly just as

wonderful as the first. Eleanor H. Porter mantained all the magic of the original novel in this very

exciting continuation which takes us far away from our well known town of Beldinsville to the grand

City of Boston, where little Miss Pollyanna Whittier arrives to cheer up some new friends.Fully

recovered from her previous automobile accident, Pollyanna returns once again to the city of

Boston, in request of her kind nurse, Della Wetherby. This last has a sister by the name of Ruth

Carew, who is miserable and depressed as a consequence of a great loss, a young nephew by the

name of Jamie who was taken away by his father, the woman's brother-in-law and who was never

seen again. Della Wetherby's sorrow was just as grand, but her career as a nurse allows her to

forget, while Ruth Carew lives alone in her big house in Commonwealth Avenue with nothing else

she does or wants to do but to think of the lost Jamie. However, with her visit, Pollyanna soon

changes things around, at first driving Mrs. Carew mad but soon she enters her heart.Pollyanna

finds a lot of new friends in Boston, beginning with the servants in Mrs. Carew's own home, Jerry, a

young newspaper selling boy, Jamie, a crippled boy who Pollyanna is sure is the lost "Jamie," and

Sadie Dean, a homeless working young girl. In Boston Pollyanna spends most of her time trying to

locate Jamie, in desperate hope to please Mrs. Carew, but of this I shall say no more, the surprise

twist is for the very reader to discover on his or her own.The second part of the book may not arrive

too welcomed by some readers, like Jimmy 'Bean' Pendenton stated, we readers weren't ready to

see little Pollyanna grow up.
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